ABSTRACT. This paper defines reduction on derivations in the strict intersection type assignment system of [1], by generalising cut-elimination, and shows a strong normalisation result for this reduction. Using this result, new proofs are given for the approximation theorem and the characterisation of normalisability using intersection types.
INTRODUCTION
Strong normalisation of cut-elimination is a well-established property in the area of logic that has been studied profoundly, as it has been in various systems that define type assignment for the Lambda Calculus. For intersection type assignment, proofs of strong normalisation of cut-elimination have at best been indirect, i.e. obtained through a mapping from the derivations into a logic, where the property has been established before. Since there is no logic to which the type-constant can be adequately mapped, the intersection systems studied in this way are -free. This paper will use the Strict Type Assignment System of [1] (which contains ), and will present a proof for the property directly on the derivations themselves.
The second, and perhaps more surprising, result of this paper is then that all normal characterisations of (strong/head) normalisation are consequences of the strong normalisation of cut-elimination. Many strong normalisation results in the context of types use the technique of Computability Predicates [24, 18] , which provides a means for proving
STRICT INTERSECTION TYPE ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we will present the strict intersection type assignment system as first presented in [1] , which can be seen as a restricted version of the BCD-system as presented in [10] . The major feature of this restricted system is, compared to the BCD-system, is that the relation on types is no longer contra-variant on the argument type in arrow-types, but restricted to the one induced by and taking to be the maximal type. We assume the reader to be familiar with the Lambda Calculus [9] ; we just recall the definition of lambda terms and ¬-equality. Definition 1 (Lambda terms and ¬-reduction). 
Ü ÅµAE ¬ Å AE Ü℄
The relation ¬ is the transitive closure of ¬ , and the equivalence relation ¬ is the reflexive, transitive closure of ¬ . Definition 2 (Types, statements, and bases).
(1) Let¨be a countable (infinite) set of type-variables, ranged over by ³. Ì S , the set of strict types, and the set Ì of intersection types, both ranged over by , are defined through:
We will write for an intersection of zero strict types.
(2) A statement is an expression of the form Å , with Å ¾ £, a term of the Lambda Calculus, and ¾ Ì . Å is the subject and the predicate of Å . ½ Ò , the basis Notice that Ì S is a proper subset of Ì . Notation. Often Ü will be written for the basis Ü , when Ü does not occur in , and we will omit the brackets ' ' and ' ' when writing a basis explicitly. Also, in the notation of types, as usual, right-most outer-most brackets will be omitted, and, since the type constructor is associative and commutative, we will write rather thań µ . Moreover, we will, when appropriate, denote ½ Ò by Ò (where Ò ½ Ò , Ò ¼, and ½ ½ ) and will assume, unless stated explicitly otherwise, that each is not an intersection type.
(3) A basis is a partial mapping from term variables to intersection types that are not , and is represented as a set of statements with only distinct variables as subjects. (4) For bases
The choice to treat as the empty intersection is motivated by the semantics of types (see [10] ), where [[ ] ] is the set of terms that can be assigned the type . Then:
It is natural to extend this sequence with
, and therefore to define that the semantics of the empty intersection is the whole set of -terms, which is exactly [[ ]]. We will consider a pre-order on types which takes into account the idempotence, commutativity and associativity of the intersection type constructor, and defines to be the maximal element. The definition of the -relation as given in [10] (apart from dealing with intersection types occurring on the right of the arrow type constructor) also contained the alternative:
Definition 3 (Relations on types

² µ
This was added mainly to obtain a notion of type assignment closed for -reduction (i.e. To illustrate that the strict system is not closed for -reduction, notice that we can give a derivation for ÜÝ ÜÝ ´ µ ´ µ , but not for Ü Ü ´ µ ´ µ .
¬-reduction
Notice that, since is considered to be the empty intersection, the derivation rulé
We will use the following notation for derivations, that aims to show the structure, in linear notation, of the derivation in terms of rules applied. Definition 6.
( 
We will identify derivations that have the same structure in that they have the same rules applied in the same order (so derivations involving the same term, apart from subterms typed by ) and say that these have the same structure; the types derived need not be the same.
As shown in [1] , we have the following property. Theorem 7 (cf. [1] ). The following rules are admissible:
The notion of reduction on derivations D Å defined in this section will follow ordinary reduction, by contracting typed redexes that occur in D, i.e. redexes for sub-terms of Å of the shape´ Ü È µÉ, for which the following is a sub-derivation of D:
A derivation of this structure will be called a redex, or a cut. We will prove in Section 4 that this notion of reduction is terminating, i.e. strongly normalisable.
The effect of this reduction will be that the derivation for the redex´ Ü È µÉ will be replaced by a derivation for the contractum È É Ü℄; this can be regarded as a generalisation of cut-elimination, but has, because the system at hand uses intersection types, including , to be defined with care, since in D Å it is possible that Å contains a redex whereas D does not. Take the following derivation for
This derivation will reduce to D ½ AE . For the general case, consider a derivation for the redex´ Ü È µÉ:
then the derivation is shaped like:
So, when creating a derivation for È É Ü℄, it is in general not the case that the derivation Before formally defining reduction on derivations, we will first define a notion of substitution on derivations.
Before coming to the definition of derivation-reduction, we need to define the notion of 'position of a sub-derivation in a derivation'. 
We can now define a notion of reduction on derivations; notice that this reduction corresponds to contracting a redex in the term involved only if that redex appears in the derivation in a sub-derivation with type different from . 
Definition 10 (Derivation reduction
We will use the symbol also for its transitive closure:
We say that D is normalisable is there exists a redex-free D ¼ such that D D ¼ , and that D is strongly normalisable if all reduction sequences starting in D are of finite length. We abbreviate 'D is strongly normalisable' by 'SN´Dµ'. It is worth noting that typeable terms need not be strongly normalizing, as clearly illustrated by the following example, even when we do not allow the use of to type a redex. 
Notice that this last derivation is in normal form, although Ý Ý´¢¢Ýµ obviously is not.
For another, more involved example of derivation reduction, see Example 39 in the appendix.
The following lemma formulates the relation between derivation reduction and ¬-reduction.
Proof. By Definition 10.
£
The following states some standard properties of strong normalisation.
Lemma 13.
(
Proof. Easy, by Definition 10.
£
APPROXIMATION
In Sections 5 and 6 we will show two main results, that are both direct consequences of the strong normalisation result proved in Section 4. Both results have been proven, at least partially, in [1, 2] . In fact, some of the theorems and lemmas presented here were already presented in those papers and are repeated here, for completeness, with their proofs. Before we come to those results, we will revise approximants.
The notion of approximant for lambda terms was first presented in [25] , and is defined using the notion of terms in -normal form (like in [9] , is used, instead of ª; also, the symbol Ú is used as a relation on £ -terms, inspired by a similar relation defined on Böhm-trees in [9] ). Definition 14 (Approximate normal forms).
(1) The set of £ -terms is defined as the set £ of lambda terms, by:
The symbol is called bottom. 
£
The following definition introduces an operation of join on £ -terms.
Definition 17.
(1) On £ , the partial mapping join, Ø £ ¢ £ £ , is defined by: 
Proof. 
STRONG NORMALISATION OF DERIVATION REDUCTION
In this subsection, we will prove a strong normalisation result for derivation reduction. In order to prove that each derivation in ' ' is strongly normalisable with respect to , a notion of computable [24, 18] derivations will be introduced. We will show that all computable derivations are strongly normalisable with respect to derivation reduction, and then that all derivations in ' ' are computable. 
Definition 19 (Computability Predicate). Comp´Dµ is defined recursively on types by:
Proof. Easy.
£
We will prove that Comp satisfies the standard properties of computability predicates, being that computability implies strong normalisation, and that, for the so-called neutral objects, also the converse holds.
Lemma 21.
(1) Comp´D Å µ µ SN´Dµ.
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the structure of types. 
£
The following theorem (23) shows that, in a derivation, replacing sub-derivations for term-variables by computable derivations yields a computable derivation. Before coming to this result, first an auxiliary lemma has to be proved, that formulates that the computability predicate is closed for subject-expansion with respect to derivation reduction.
Lemma 22. Let
Proof. By induction on the structure of types.
³.
Ò . By induction and Definition 19.
£
We now come to the Replacement Theorem, i.e. the proof that for every derivation in ' ', if the assumptions in the derivation are to be replaced by computable derivations, then the result itself will be computable. We will use an abbreviated notation, and write AE Ü ¶ ℄ for AE ½ Ü ½ AE Ò Ü Ò ℄, etc. 
Using this last result, we now prove a strong normalisation result for derivation reduction in ' '. In what follows below, first an approximation result will be proved, i.e. for every Å and such that Å , there exists an ¾ ´Åµ such that
. From this, the well-known characterisation of (head-)normalisation of lambda terms using intersection types follows easily, i.e. all terms having a (head) normal form are typeable in ' ' (with a type without -occurrences). The second result is the well-known characterisation of strong normalisation of typeable lambda terms, i.e. all terms, typeable in ' ' without using the type-constant , are strongly normalisable.
First we give some auxiliary definitions and results. The first is a notion of type assignment that, essentially, assigns only to the term . Definition 25. -type assignment and -derivations are defined by the following natural deduction system (where all types displayed are strict, except in rules´ Eµ and´ Iµ):
We write
Å if this statement is derivable using a -derivation.
Notice that, by rule´ Iµ, , and that this is the only way to assign to a term.
Moreover, in that rule, the terms Å need to be compatible (otherwise their join would not be defined). Lemma 26.
Notice that the case from part 2 is present in the case´ Iµ of the proof. Then Ò ¼, and Ø Ò Å . Moreover, since Å ¼ need not be the same as Å, the second derivation in part 2 is not exactly the same; however, it has the same structure in terms of applied derivation rules. Using Theorem 24, as for the BCD-system and the strict system, the relation between types assignable to a lambda term and those assignable to its approximants can be formulated as follows: Theorem 27 (Approximation).
Å μ ¾ ´Åµ ℄.
Notice that, in all cases, Å ¼ , and ¾ Ì S . Then, by Theorem 7, Å . £
-FREE TYPE ASSIGNMENT
In this section we revisit the strong normalisation proof, for which we first define a notion of derivability obtained from ' ' by removing the type constant . Definition 29 ( -free types).
(1) The set of -free strict types is inductively defined by:
The set Ì of -free intersection types is defined by: (1)
Ü Å ² is strictμ ² Ü Å ℄.
£
To prepare the characterisation of terms by their assignable types, first is proved that a term in -normal form is typeable without , if and only if it does not contain . This forms the basis for the result that all normalisable terms are typeable without . Lemma 32 ([2] Proof. By induction on the structure of approximate normal forms.
(1) As before, only the part that is strict is shown.
Ü: Immediate.
: Impossible, by inspecting the rules of . 
Now, as also shown in [1] , it is possible to prove that the strict intersection type assignment system satisfies the main properties of the BCD-system. 
Theorem 37 shows that the set of strongly normalisable terms is exactly the set of terms typeable in the intersection system without using the type constant . The same result was stated in [1] for the BCD-system, but the proof there was not complete. The proof of the crucial lemma as presented below (Lemma 36) and part (´) of the proof of Theorem 37 are essentially due to Betti Venneri, of the University of Florence, Italy, and goes by induction on the left-most outer-most reduction path.
The following lemma shows a subject expansion result for the -free system.
Lemma 34. If
Å AE Ü℄ and AE , then
Proof. We focus on the case that is strict; the case that is an intersection is just a generalisation. We can assume that Ü does not occur in , and proceed by induction on the structure of Å. Å Ü: Then Å AE Ü℄ AE. From AE we obtain
by «-conversion, we can assume that Ý ¾ fv´AE µ. Then: 
Þ Ý Þ
but it is impossible to give a derivation for´ Þµ´ÝÞµ from the same basis without using . This is caused by the fact that we can only type´ Þµ´ÝÞµ in the system without from a basis in which the predicate for Ý is an arrow type. We can, for example, derive Þ Ý
´ Þµ´ÝÞµ
We can therefore only state that we can derive ÝÞ ´ Þµ´ÝÞµ ´ µ and ÝÞ Þ but that we are not able to give a derivation without for the statement
ÝÞ ´ Þµ´ÝÞµ
So the type assignment without is not closed for ¬-equality, but of course this is not imperative. We only want to be able to derive a type for each strongly normalisable term, no matter what basis or type is used. Lemma 34 is also essentially the proof for the statement that each strongly normalisable term can be typed in the system ' ', a property that we will now show. First we will introduce the notion of left-most, outer-most reduction. The following lemma formulates a subject expansion result for ' ' with respect to leftmost outer-most reduction. The proof follows a similar proof by Betti Venneri, of the University of Florence, Italy (unpublished), set in the context of the BCD-system. We have shown that cut-elimination is strongly normalising also for an intersection type assignment systems that contains , and that all standard characterisations of normalisation are consequences of this result. A future extension of this result could be to consider a typeinclusion relation that is contra-variant over the arrow, so to consider a system that is closed for -reduction.
APPENDIX A. EXTENDED EXAMPLES
